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ABSTRACT
JavaScript the language of the web, is very widespread. About
95% of websites running some JavaScript. Using a lot of
JavaScript can slow down the website due to large files being sent over the network, and the need to interpret lots of
lines of code. Some of the JavaScript maybe non-essential
to the functionality of the website, or may never be used
due to not being triggered by user actions and as such can
be removed, reducing the overall bundle size, and lines of
code to interpret resulting in an increase in load times and
performance. I present the analysis metrics of pages whose
JavaScript files were optimised through detection and elimination of deadcode using Muzeel and detect functions that
are extra in an internal compared to all the functions present
in the JavaScript of the homepage. Putting these extra function a file and referring to this file benefits performance if
the internal page does not reference any other JavaScript
resource that is not referenced by the homepage.
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Figure 1: A site map of a website that shows path to
internal pages
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INTRODUCTION

JavaScript is the language of web and about 95% of websites
have some JavaScript included. This JavaScript code has
multiple purposes. For example, making network requests,
enabling animations, adding interactivity, checking authentication, conditional rendering. While having JavaScript on
websites enhances the user experience, it comes with the cost
of having to transfer multiple and at times large JavaScript
files over the network and interpreting the code to make
it functional on the website. This may not be an issue on
many mid to higher tier mobiles devices; however, on lower
tier mobile devices with limited RAM and CPU power this
can significantly increase the time to interactivity of a web
page, this is all on top of the time it takes to download the
JavaScript files over a slow network.
Our aim is to detect, eliminate JavaScript dead code home
page and internal web pages using Muzeel and also to separate the detect the functions in the internal which is the
unique to the internal page when compared to the homepage.
An internal page is defined as any page of a website that can
be reachable by following a path, either directly or through
another page from the homepage of a website.
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By separating the extra functions a separate file and by
leveraging browser caching, we could gain improvements to
page load times. In this paper I discuss the methodology, the
analysis and testing techniques used, the results of the study
and works related to the paper.

2 METHODOLOGY
2.1 Hispar List
The Hispar[2] is a list published by weekly by Duke University that contains the list of top webpages as compared to the
top domains as published by other web ranking services like
the Alexa and Tranco lists, which only published the top domains. The Hispar list is much more applicable to our study
as it list the internal pages of a site as well as the homepage
of the internal webpage. This is useful so that we can access
the homepage assets as well as the internal page assets. Not
only that but the Hispar list also ranks the pages based Alexa
ranking. We leveraged this by conducting the study on the
top 3 internal pages and its corresponding homepage.
We selected the pages such that when a page is accessed
using the url from the Hispar, it goes directly to the page
and does not redirect. This is important for Muzeel to work
correctly.

2.2

Scraping and Asset Caching

After the list of internal pages and its corresponding homepages were selected, these sites were scraping using the
MITM proxy which seeing all requests that page is making
and would intercept, downloading and cache these resources
for use with Muzeel later. During the scraping, MITM proxy
would see a request, intercept the request, log the relevant
and also download and store the requested resources on the
server to be served later.

2.3

Muzeel

Muzeel is a tool that was developed by Tofunmi as part of his
capstone to detect deadcode in JavaScript files. The Muzeel
was extended from LacunaJS. Muzeel detects the deadcode by
the means of a directed graph. Muzeel would first go through
JavaScript files and adds a node for every function that is encounters in the JavaScript file. After this stage, starting from
the global scope, Muzeel would add a directed edge from
function A to function B where function A calls function B.
After this graph is made, Muzeel looks for nodes that have
an indegree of zero which means that the respective node
was not called by any other function. The only expection to
this rule is the global node where the execution starts. These
functions are declared as deadcode and the function body
for each of these functions are removed. Muzeel removes
function body as opposed to the functions declaration because there maybe instance where these functions are values

Figure 2: Screenshot showing three types of functions
in JavaScript

to keys in a JavaScript object. If the interpreter does not
see this function, it would throw an error and would stop
executing. Removing the function body has the same effect
as not having the function itself.

2.4

Extra Functions

There are three type of JavaScript functions: function declarations, function expression and arrow function as seen
in Figure 2. To detect extra unique functions for an internal
page, all the JavaScript files [which has been optimised by
the Muzeel in the previous] as parsed using Esprima. Esprima would list all the JavaScript components for the file.
We repeat the parsing for all JavaScript files that are used by
the homepage. After both sets of JavaScript files are parsed
by the Esprima, we extract the names of all functions that
are accessible from a global scope and keep track of them by
the type of page [internal page or homepage]. Using the list
all the function names, we compare the list of internal page
functions with the list of the homepage function and extract
the extra function in the internal page. Extra functions are
defined as those function which are present in the set of
internal page function but not present in set of homepage
functions.
After the extra functions are identified, these extra functions are written in the form a function declaration and put in
a separate file. After this, HTML page of the internal page is
injected with the script tag that refers to the extra JavaScript
functions so that this resource can be extracted and served
by our proxy when running the tests.
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ANALYSIS

We conducted two different types of analysis. The first was
we ran the web page test on three different scenarios. Another test we ran was to we compare the structural similarity
of the two pages using QLUE.

3.1

Webpage Test

Webpage test is a tool that we used to get the metric of the
webpages. We ran webpage tests for three different scenarios:
(1) Visiting original internal page
(2) Visiting internal page whose JavaScript has been optimised by Muzeel and includes extra functions for that
page
(3) Visting landing page whose JavaScript has been optimised by Muzeel then visiting the internal page whose
JavaScript has been optimised by Muzeel and includes
the extras function for that page
The above tests were five time for each of the 14 internal
pages using a proxy that would serve the requested resource
through our proxy instead of requesting it from the original
source. Due to the dynamic and the templated nature of
the most webpages today, webpages may change depending
on when it was requested. Given that all the pages were
scraped and all the resources for the page were available on
our server, we used a proxy to serve these resources. This
would ensure that the same resources will be served.

3.2

QLUE

QLUE is tool that uses tools such as skiimage to break up
the screenshots of two pages into smaller components and
would analyse then based on these components. QLUE would
output a score between 0 and 1 for a page of webpages. In our
test we ran QLUE for screenshot of the original page compared to the screenshot of the internal pages who JavaScript
has been optimised based by Muzeel and includes the extra
functions for that internal site. The screenshots generated
were for the entire length of the webpage.

4 RESULTS
4.1 Webpage Test
The webpage test reported the metrics that relate to the loading of the pages. As mentioned above the 3 testing scenarios
were repeated 5 times for each of the 14 internal page and
their corresponding homepages where possible. To normalise
the data from the 5 runs of a single test on a page, the data
point was sorted and the median value was taken for the test.
Three different combinations of the tests ran were analysed.
These tests were:

Figure 3: Box plot comparison A

(1) Comparison A - Metrics for visiting original landing
page vs the metrics for visiting internal page with
Muzeel optimised and extra JavaScript functions
(2) Comparison B - Metrics for visiting original landing
page vs the metrics for visiting the landing page with
Muzeel optimised and then visiting internal page with
Muzeel optimised and extra JavaScript functions
(3) Comparison C - Metrics for visiting internal page with
Muzeel optimised and extra JavaScript functions vs
the metrics for visiting the landing page with Muzeel
optimised and then visiting internal page with Muzeel
optimised and extra JavaScript functions
4.1.1 Comparison A. The purpose of this test was to determine if there were significant improvements in page load
times and size of JavaScript requested. This showed that
on average the internal page [optimised with Muzeel and
containing extra JavaScript functions] loaded 24.14% faster
compared to the original and there was on average a decrease
of the 50.4% bytes loaded when comparing the size of the
JavaScript file. This improvement came about due to the use
of the Muzeel which remove the JavaScript deadcode and
reduced size of the JavaScript file to be loaded.
4.1.2 Comparison B. The purpose of this test was to determine if there were significant improvements in page load
times and size of JavaScript requested. This showed that on
average the internal page [optimised with Muzeel and containing extra JavaScript functions] visited after visiting the
landing page [with JavaScript optimised by Muzeel] loaded
20.12% faster compared to the original and there was on average a decrease of the 48.16% bytes loaded when comparing
the size of the JavaScript file. This improvement came about
due to the use of the Muzeel which remove the JavaScript
deadcode and reduced size of the JavaScript file to be loaded.
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Figure 4: Box plot comparison B
4.1.3 Comparison C. Out of the 14 web pages that the test
was run on the only 5 web pages [internal page visited after
landing] loaded faster as compared to visiting the internal
page directly. These pages loaded on average about 23.02%
faster and saw a decrease of 8.84% bytes loaded. This improvement came out due to the browser caching the resources that
it had already been downloaded. As for the other 9 internal
sites, the internal pages visited after landing loaded slower as
there were resource origin urls that the web browser had not
previous encountered as such the browser had to download
these resources which increased the load time.

4.2

QLUE

After running QLUE on 14 internal pages, QLUE returned
a score of 1 for the 11 out of the 14 pages. A score of 1
means that the original internal page [without modification]
and the modified internal page [whose JavaScript files had
been optimised by Muzeel and had extra functions] were
completely similar. Out of the 3 that were not accounted for
of the pages loaded with a blank screen and as such the test
failed for the page, while for the other two pages the test
was inconclusive.
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RELATED WORKS

Research conducted by Sohaib et al[1] using mobile phone
statistics of about 0.5 millions smartphones from Pakistan,
revealed that 57.4% of mobile phones had CPU speeds in the
range of about 500-1000MHz whereas only 0.485% of phones
had more than 1GB of memory. Smart phones with such specifications have limited capability and would not be able run
large JavaScript files. Research by Usama et al[4] explored
the causes that contributed to the sub optimal performance
of web pages by longitudinal cross-analysis of resource profiles from a large social network in five regions. Usama et al
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proposed WebMedic an approach to JavaScript analysis and
optimisation that traded off less critical functionality of a
web page to directly address memory and performance problems. The paper reports that WebMedic can reduce JavaScript
memory by 80% while giving up only 20% of the functionality.
This would be helpful for lower end smartphones.
The paper by Neils et al[5] proposed LacunaJS, a tool for
JavaScript deadcode elimination, that uses several methods
for the analysis of JavaScript code for dead code before removal. LacunaJS creates a graph of function call graph, then
using one of three analysis techniques [static, dynamic or
WALA-based extensions] analyzes, the function calls. In the
graph, each node is a function and during the analysis an
edge is added from the calling function to the called functions. At the end of the analysis, dead code is identified as
nodes which have no inward edges, this means this function is not called by any other function and the function
body can be removed without any repercussions. Another
approach to the JavaScript optimisation involves the use of
the use of algorithms like genetic programming and genetic
improvement as outlined by Fabio et al[3].
The approach by Fabio et al, reported size reductions in
JavaScript bundles from 6% to 17% and a 40% reduction in
unused code. This approach could be used in conjuction with
LacunaJS outlined by Neils et al to potentially increase the
level of dead code elimination.
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CONCLUSION

In conclusion, Muzeel on the JavaScript files of a webpage
can reduce the total size of the JavaScript to upto 50% while
reducing loads times by upto 24%. In terms of internal pages,
if both the home page and internal page references the same
amount of JavaScript resources, by leveraging caching [if
the landing page was visited before the internal page] load
times could be reduced by upto 23% and the amount of the
JavaScript loaded can be reduced by upto 8%. However, if it is
the same that the internal reference JavaScript resources that
were present in the homepage when the change in metrics
are not beneficial but rather can be more detrimental.
Having these improvement significantly improve access
to the internet in the places with slower internets as this
would mean that pages would load faster due to smaller files
being downloaded as well the JavaScript engine having to
parse smaller files.
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